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Look up in the sky! It’s a
bird! It’s a plane! It’s... a
griffin chasing a giant pink
rabbit. The only place for
such an odd sight is the
annual Great Forest Park
Balloon Race. But this time,
Fontbonne threw its giant
hot-air balloon into the ring
and joined the hunt for sweet
victory. The event was split
into two parts, the “Balloon
Glow” on September 14,
and the race September 15.

The “Balloon Glow,” which
was held on the Forest Park
Golf Course, bustled with
activity. Hundreds of men,
women, screaming children,
and dogs peppered the golf
course. The air was heavy
with the voices of passersby,
vendors selling glow sticks and
toys, and countless hungry
balloon-goers waiting in line
for delicious food from booths

University juniors (from left) Megan Nolan and Mary Gould at the balloon race in Forest Park.

hosted by Qdoba and Chinese
food restaurants. One booth
selling beef shish kabobs
boldly advertised having
“The Best 12 Inches In All

the Midwest!” much to the
giggling of the less mature.

The night’s grand finale was
the glowing of the hot air
balloons. When the horn

sounded, all the balloons lit
their flames and spewed out
a plume of blue fire—feeding
the air into the balloon and
See “Balloon” on page 2.

CBC Deal Busted, Wash. U. Bid Winner
By Austin Skinner,
Editor-in-Chief
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On Tuesday, September 11,
University president, Dr.
Dennis Golden, announced
that Fontbonne was
unsuccessful in its bid to
purchase the old Christian
Brothers College High School

property from Concordia
Seminary. The bid winner:
Washington University.

The property went up for sale
in the early fall months of
last year (2006). Fontbonne
University’s Dr. Gary Zack,
Vice President for Finance and
Administration, says it was
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Student parking at CBC ends after this year — Photo by Austin Skinner

“around Thanksgiving, 2006,
that Concordia contacted
us [the University]” to see if
there was interest. Internal
talks began immediately, as
the old CBC offered muchneeded expansion in close
proximity to the University.
This, however, was not the
first time the University had
considered purchasing the old
CBC property. In 2001, the
same piece of real estate was
sold to Concordia Seminary
for $20 million when CBC
moved to its current location
in Town and Country; the
University was interested,
but did not have the financial
means to become a serious
player in the talks. But
this time, the University
was prepared to borrow the
funds needed to purchase
the property. There “would
[have been] long-term debt

and we [planned] to repay the
principal and interest from the
future net revenue that would
be the result of increased
enrollment,” says Zack.

In fact, the 8.2 acre site—
located in the 6500 block
of Clayton Road—with its
8 buildings, 169,000 square
feet of space including
classrooms, offices, a theater,
library, gymnasium, cafeteria,
and a 150-space parking
lot would have allowed for
a 20% increase in student
enrollment (600 students).
Greg Taylor, Executive Vice
President for Strategy and
Operations, says, “There was
room for dorm space.. .and
plans to move entire academic
departments to the new site,
so as to fully integrate it
into the University.” Also,
See “CBC” on page 3.
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Griffin Abandons
Wings for Balloon
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Fontbonne enters the
annual balloon race.
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A Little Drizzle Does Not Dampen Spirits:
The Annual Activities & Volunteer Fair
By Trish Schodrowski,
Copy/News Editor

On Wednesday, September
5, the DSAC Gymnasium
underwent a change of
scenery as Fontbonne Student
Affairs held the annual
“Activities and Volunteer
Fair.” The event, which ran
from 11:30-1 p.m., allowed
a smorgasbord of oncampus and invited service
organizations the chance to
rope passing students into
a wide array of activities or
volunteer opportunities. Tony
Mravle, Director of Campus
Ministry, displayed visible
optimism as he surveyed
the people milling around.
“We’re getting them all signed
up [for something],” he
said with a chuckle. “We’re
Catholics, we’re good at that.”
The event cranked out a
crowd of about 100 students,
all drawn by the lures of
campus involvement and
possible karmic balance.
The gym transformed into
a bazaar—each table laden
with a glittering array of free
candy to tempt wandering
students. Those residing over
the on-campus organization
tables (FISH, SEBA, FAB,

“Balloon” cont. from page 1.
filling the whole area with
soft firelight. It went on for
several minutes until the
Hames finally died down
for the night, and everyone
went home to prepare for
the next day's main event.

I he day was an anxious
one. The University’s
participants awaited the
shuttle to transport them to
the racing grounds; everyone
was murmuring and talking
about how it was all going
to play out. As time rolled
on, people started to grow
impatient and, in acts of
desperation and eagerness,
decided to go on foot.
At the show however, the
atmosphere was like the
“Balloon Glow,” only larger
and wilder. Among the

and SHESA, to name a few)
gestured to their wares of
poster boards and pamphlets,
eager to offer service advice or
anecdotes about club events.

Junior Jessi Haselhorst,
as she stopped to take in
the surroundings, was
overwhelmed by the amount
of activities. “I feel like a
freshman again,” she said
with amazement. “There are
so many new opportunities
and things to do.”
One such opportunity is
the return of a Fontbonne
University Chorus, on
hiatus since the 2000/2001
academic year. Adam
Wright, Music Ministry
Coordinator, spearheaded
the move to re-establish the
chorus, declaring, “Everybody
can benefit from music.”

When asked what songs will
be featured in upcoming
choir performances, with
Christmas being only a few
months away, Wright jokingly
replied, “One’s with notes.”

Despite the cheerfulness that
radiated from the on-campus
organizations, most of the
off-campus tables remained

attractions—other than
the giant balloons—was
an antique car show where
people could check out oldschool rides. Even a group of
skydivers took to the skies.
The main event began when
the Energizer Bunny, in all
its pink glory, took to the air.
In a few short minutes, the
other balloons let out their
flames and took to the clouds,
drifting in hot pursuit.

Dogs in ponchos, Scottish
bag pipers, a helicopter
flying overhead: it was like
Woodstock, but with hot-air
balloons. There was a Pepsi
balloon in the shape of a
Pepsi can; Alpo’s was in the
shape of a can of dog food.
A balloon from the natural
foods company, Flat Earth,
was decorated like a farm with
cows on green pastures and
a giant Monarch butterfly

silent and unoccupied for the
duration of the event. Master
of Ceremonies and Director
of Student Development,
Chris Gill, was slightly
disappointed by the overall
turnout—citing the location
as the main problem. “This
is a lower attendance than
we normally get, probably
because it’s inside,” he
stated matter-of-factly. “We
always want to have it set up
outside, so people walking
through might want to know
what all the commotion
is about and stop by.”
Unfortunately, the day’s
forecast was predicted to be
rainy. Earlier in the morning,
a slow drizzle prompted Gill
to make a judgment call.
The Fair was moved from
the quad to the gym, and
lower participation numbers
resulted, particularly for the
off-campus organizations
invited to attend, among
them: Catholic Charities,
the International Institute,
Junior Achievement, and
the Army ROTC.

“They were appreciative that
we did it, but some of those
places are used to going to
bigger schools, like Wash.

protruding from the top. The
University’s balloon, sporting
a grinning griffin, looked
on as the Energizer Bunny
loomed over the horizon.

rhe University’s balloon was
no slouch; the hearty crew

Dogs in ponchos,
Scottish bag pipers,
a helicopter flying
overhead: it was like
Woodstock, but with
hot-air balloons.
of the flying griffin was more
than prepared for the race.
Along with their sponsored
balloon, the University held
a sweepstakes where four
students were chosen to assist
in the ground crew, and
one lucky student would be
chosen to fly in the balloon
during rhe race. Those chosen

U. or SLU. They could
have a crowd of 500 people
and have it be small for
them, and huge for us,” Gill
mentioned with a shrug.

He is already making plans
for ways to increase student
turnout for next year. Aside
from an outdoor location,
Gill plans to play up the food
angle: “We’ll try to draw more
people with carnival food
offered for free, like snow
cones, popcorn, maybe even
a funnel cake machine.”
Ihe lower number of students
interested in volunteering
at Fontbonne is contrary to
the national trend. Elizabeth
F. Farrell, a reporter for
The Chronicle of Higher
Education, has researched
the increased number of
college students involved
in some form of service. In
the 2005 article “Student
Volunteers Are Worth
Billions,” Farrell wrote,
“College students are more
civically engaged than they
were five years ago, and the
time they spent volunteering
last year [in 2004] was
worth $4.45 billion to the
communities they served.”

for the crew were: Katie
Leslie, a freshman majoring
in Biology, Lisle Clerk, a
junior majoring in Speech
language Pathology, Molly
Rosier, senior and student of
Biotechnology, and Michael
McClelland, an OPTIONS
student majoring in Business
Administration. The lucky
co-pilot of the flying griffin
was Daniele Klees, freshman,
who majors in Family and
Consumer Sciences.

Clerk and Leslie, two
members of the ground
crew, were excited to be
part of it. There was one
stipulation before actually
handling the balloon: each
would-be crewmember had
to attend training. When
asked about the training
session, Leslie found handling
such a gigantic thing to be a
“very exciting experience.”

Hie Corporation for National
Community Service plans
to build on those numbers.
In its Strategic Plan 2006
2010, the organization plans
to accumulate 75 million
people, aged 16 and up,
to get involved in service
and volunteer work (Feb.
2006). A main target is the
growing number of college
and university students
willing to participate
in service programs.
Farrell’s article, “More College
Students are Volunteering,”
displayed hopeful numbers
for America’s university
attendees. According to her
research, “3.3 million college
students, or 30 percent
of all students ages 16 to
24 at American colleges,
had donated their time to
various causes in 2005,
compared with 2.7 million,
or 28 percent of all students,
in 2002” (Oct. 2006).

Perhaps next year, the
University’s student
participation numbers will
increase accordingly, with
the assistance of an outdoor
setting and funnel cake.

Klees, the lucky rider, spoke
about her trip as being “a great
experience.” She continued,
saying, “I am afraid of heights
so it was kind of scary at first,
but I had fun nevertheless.”

Once in the air, the balloons
rushed in a mad dash behind
the Energizer Bunny, the
flying griffin among them.
They all looked like colorful
dots in the air; it was easy
to forget the immensity
of the balloons when they
teetered in the wind. Back
at the University’s campus,
several of the balloons flew
overhead, slowly ascending
and descending, almost sailing
through a sea of nimbus
clouds. All the while students
took pictures and cheered
on the flying griffin as it
lazily floated into the blue.
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Dedicated Semester on Track and Flourishing
By Krista Brown,
Features/Advertising/
Photo Editor
With the fall semester
underway, the University’s
first-ever dedicated semester—
centrally themed around the
topic of “Judaism and Its
Cultures”-has so far been
a thriving success. Among
the several courses offered,
“Study of the Old Testament
Studies (Hebrew Bible),”
“Modern Jewish Literature,”
and “Contemporary JewishChristian Dialogue,” have
all been very well received
by the students enrolled. “I
love all of them,” says Jan
Johnson, a non-traditional
student and employee in the
Communication Disorders
and Deaf Education
Department, who is currently
enrolled in three of the
courses offered through
the program. “Every one
of them is intense, but this
learning experience has
really opened me up to a
new way of thinking. I’ve

always been so interested
in the Jewish culture, and
I feel that studying it has
been enriching to me as a
student and as a Christian.”
Academic Dean Dr. Nancy
Blattner evaluates the progress
of the dedicated semester with
enthusiasm. “I think it has
been very successful so far,”
she says. “It has involved not
only the students, faculty,
and staff, but the St. Louis
community as well. There is
such a wide variety of events
offered through the program,
and it really allows people
to delve into and learn more
about the Jewish culture.”

The dedicated semesters
central calendar of events
is indeed booming with
activities: films, panels,
speakers, and events—
including a 7-hour crash
course covering the basics of
the Hebrew language given
by Rabbi Lynn Goldstein,
an on-campus appearance by
Professor Howard Schwartz

for the Writers’ Reading
Series Presentation, “Telling
Jewish Mystical Tales,” and a
lecture series happening on
campus throughout October.
For this particular series,
the University has invited
several local rabbis to discuss
different subjects related to
the Jewish faith and culture.
“The idea for the dedicated
semester was to permeate the
life of the University through
co-curricular activities,” says
Dr. Jason Sommer, professor
of English and poet-inresidence, who spearheaded
the dedicated semester.
“This dedicated semester has
given students like me the
opportunity to look past their
own religious background
and understand the beliefs
of others,” says Betsy
Paszkiewicz, a University
sophomore enrolled in one
of the semester’s courses.
“I think it’s a great way for
the Fontbonne community
to learn more about the
world around us.”

“CBC” cont. from page 1.
an athletic field and tennis
courts presented a chance
for the University to expand
its athletic department. The
gymnasium, as well, could
have fostered the creation
of a wrestling team.

The University had high
hopes for a successful bid.
With enrollment steadily
on the rise and a perpetual
parking nightmare, the
old CBC was a godsend.
As the summer drew to a
close, however, the property
had three serious bidders:
Fontbonne, Wash. U., and
an unnamed real-estate
developer. Wash. U., it
seems, was approached
months ago, but made its
offer in the final weeks.

Students Kick Back at Jellystone Park
University students and Campus Ministry staff retreated
from the hustle and bustle on Friday, September 14 for
a one-night camping trip to Jellystone Park. During
this event—offered through Campus Ministry—over
25 students enjoyed playing sand volleyball, telling
scary campfire stories, and eating s mores.

Though Wash. U. was
late in the bidding, their
deep pockets (including an
endowment of $4.7 billion)
provided ample room to make
the other bids obsolete.
Steve Hoffner, Washington
University’s Assistant Vice

topic—the students read The
Chosen, a book written by
a Jewish author. 'Ihey also
participated in an hour
long book discussion during
freshman orientation.

“I am thoroughly enjoying
the class,” says Christine
LaChance, a University
student enrolled in the special
topics course, “History of
Jewish/Catholic Relations:
From the Gospels through
the Hitler.” LaChance goes
on to say, “It’s a chance to
learn more about the Jewish
faith and how that relates
to my own Christianity.
I’m definitely glad I was
able to take advantage
of this opportunity.”

“This dedicated semester is
like nothing else at any other
university in the United
States,” says Dr. Sommer. “For
us, as a Catholic University,
this dedicated semester is an
opportunity to explore the
Jewish part of the JudeoChristian religion that’s within
our core doctrine. 'Ihe people
involved in it took the prompt
we got from Pope John Paul
II. He spoke of Judaism
as the “elder brother” of
Christianity, and he also said
that Judaism and Christianity
share the responsibility of
being a light to the world,
but that first we have to be
a light to each other. Our
dedicated semester is a small
contribution to that lighting.”

According to the numbers,
LaChance is not the only
student glad to take part
in the opportunity that the
new dedicated semester is
providing. According to
Dr. Blattner, there are 117
students enrolled in the 11
courses being offered through
the dedicated semester, a
fairly large turnout for such a
relatively small University. In
addition, over 120 incoming
freshman took part in a
summer reading program
coinciding with the Judaism

Chancellor of Real Estate,
notes that the property’s
proximity to the campus and
potential for development
made it an attractive
purchase. The property is
within walking distance of
Washington University’s main
campus (Danforth Campus)
and reasonably close to the
Metro bus line—to which
students are given free passes.
'though they have not
announced any long-range
plans for the property,
Wash. U. will soon begin
work on the gymnasium
and athletic fields for use by

intramural sports and club
teams. Hoffner also says
Wash. U. will be “honoring
Fontbonne’s leases of the
property throughout this
year”—currently, Fontbonne
leases the property for the
University’s OPTIONS
program and student parking.

As the University continues its
search for expansion property,
it’s unlikely anything will
compare to rhe proximity
and potential of the old
CBC land. Still, however,
the search must continue,
as the University is bursting
at its 13-acre seams.

Tired of Talking About Making a Difference?
Student Starts Group
University junior, Brian Eschen, has endeavored to start a local
chapter of Oxfam America. Open to all University students,
Eschen hopes to create an avenue for action through outreach.

The non-profit organization works to end global poverty,
hunger, and injustice by “saving lives, strengthening
communities, and campaigning for change.” 1316
University’s group will devote its attention to a few
of Oxfam America’s numerous campaigns.
If you are interested in joining the group, contact Brian
Eschen at eschenb@campus.fontbonne.edu, or for more
information, visit their website at www.oxfamamerica.org.
'
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Five University Coaches Sound Off
By Scott Kurtz,
Reporter
Over the past year, multiple
sports scandals have
gained media attention as
professional athletes continue
to find themselves in legal
trouble. Major League
Baseball has been dealing
with ongoing investigations
involving performance
enhancers, alcohol, and drug
abuse problems; the NFL and
NBA are dealing with dog
fighting, fights and shootings,
and corrupt officials amongst
their ranks; steroids, perhaps
the biggest problem in sports,
are being used despite bans
and regular testing. With
all these problems, fans are
starting to question whether
sports have any integrity left.

Coach Lee McKinney of the
men’s basketball team, Coach
Keith Quigley of rhe women’s
basketball team, Coach Ryan
Good of the baseball team,
Coach Brian Hoener of the
men’s soccer team, and Coach
Nicholas Silva of the men’s
lacrosse team recently took
time to answer some questions
and voice their opinions
on the current problems
facing professional sports.
First and foremost, “athletes
should remember that
younger generations hold
them as role models and
should start remembering that
before getting themselves into
trouble,” says Coach Good.

Coach Quigley, when asked,
disagreed with the perception
of an extensive problem: “I
think the conduct is fine,
save for a few athletes such as
Pacman Jones and Michael
Vick. Our society and the
media use a broad brush to
paint how our athletes are
acting, but a large majority
of our athletes are very well
mannered, talcing time
out of their schedules to
do things such as charity
events and charity work
when they don’t have to.”

All of the coaches agreed that
athletes who get themselves
into trouble need to be held
accountable for their actions;
“they need to be held or
punished to the same extent
as an average Joe,” says Coach
Hoener. The problem, in
Coach McKinneys opinion, is
that “these athletes are starting
to feel they are beyond the
laws of sports and mankind
itself. They need to be
reminded that they aren’t.”

On the topic of specific
violations of the law, the
coaches were asked about
the NBA betting scandal,
in which referee Tim
Donaghy bet on games
he was officiating. All the
coaches agreed that what
happened was “terrible.”
“It’s a complete mess. It has
opened up a can of worms,
and it’s going to trickle
down to the other leagues as
time goes by and affect the
integrity of the game,” says

Coach Silva. Coach Hoener
and Coach Good also voiced
concerns about trusting
referees. Coach McKinney
and Coach Quigley
continued in the same vein,
but add that Donaghy’s
lifetime ban isn’t enough.

The next question the coaches
were asked to contemplate
was the Michael Vick
controversy; will he/should
he ever be allowed to play
football again? All of the
coaches believe that Vick will
play again because his ability
to deliver the all-important
win makes him worth the
risk—for many teams. As
for whether Vick should be
allowed to play again, Coach
McKinney, Coach Good and
Coach Hoener are against the
idea, while Coach Quigley
and Coach Silva find him
deserving of a second chance.
With regard to the seemingly
rampant use of steroids,
the University’s coaches
unanimously acknowledge
its severity and looming
consequences: “The problem
is that athletes want an edge
on their opponents,” says
Coach McKinney, “and they
think that if they don’t use
steroids, their opponents still
will. It’s becoming a major
problem.” Perhaps the most
notable sport in which steroid
abuse has publicly emerged
as a problem, is baseball.

“Unfortunately, it will
continue to be a problem,
especially when it comes to

ballplayers getting moved
from the minors to the
majors,” says Coach Good.

This led to a discussion about
the University’s drug testing
policy for its own student
athletes. Coach McKinney
explained the University’s
philosophy in regard to
keeping an eye on athletes:
“The NCAA does random
drug testing when a team
makes it to the national
tournaments, but they need
to do a better job informing
the athletes that they can be
checked.” McKinney feels
that “athletes should have to
pass a drug test in order to
play here. I don’t feel that
students who use steroids
or other such drugs should
be allowed to represent our
school. We coaches want
to protect our athletes’
health, and show them these
performance drugs are not the
way to go.” Coach McKinney
also said he wished the
University had the financial
backing to random drug test
student-athletes for their own
safety, something the other
coaches strongly agreed with.
“With everything going on
in the news about steroids,
it’s really something that
needs to be monitored
more closely among our
athletes,” says Coach Silva.
This may soon be possible,
as Coach McKinney, who is
also a member of the NCAA
Division III Management
Council, says there is a

pilot drug resting program
in progress for Division III
college sports, which, unlike
Division I and II, doesn’t drug
test year round. “Division
III performance-enhancing
drug use is slightly higher
than in Division I and II, and
that’s a problem. The pilot
program collected samples
from 200 schools for testing.
So far this has been met
with success, and the council
is going to recommend to
the NCAA governing body
that the program should
go into effect in August.”

Lastly, the coaches
commented on the conduct
of the University’s athletes,
stating that aside from minor
discipline problems such as
grades, occasionally missing
practices, and rowdiness
in the residence halls,
University athletes are well
behaved, but “dealt with
more aggressively to get the
message across,” says Coach
Hoener. “There are always
going to be these minor issues
each year, but they are to be
expected,” says Coach Good.

Overall, the University’s
coaches believe there are some
problems in professional
sports, but they are working
to keep the integrity of
their respective sports
intact and unharmed at
the college level—a task
that will, hopefully, be
maintained in the future by
today’s student-athletes.

Women's Soccer Ambitions Still in Reach
By Patrick Tierney,
Reporter

poised to make a legitimate
push for the post-season.

Entering the womens
07/08 campaign were a few
cynics following last years
disappointing season with
a record of (4-8-4). But,
with the team returning
seven starters, the fall season
held promise. A few choice
recruits, accompanied
by growth and maturity
within the team’s nucleus,
as well as the leadership of
captains Meghan Hogan,
Nikki Respi, and Kristin
Ferguson, the women look

Their solid back field has
a steady core in freshman,
Danielle Pipitone, senior
Mandi Newsome, and senior
Meghan Hogan. Newsome
and Hogan provide both size
and wisdom on a team of
youngsters, while Pipi to tie’s
composure on the ball is
nothing short of impressiveadding yet another veteran
presence. Ihough the old
saying goes, “you can’t lose if
the other ream doesn’t score,”
an exciting attack can win
games. Geared by forwards

Shannon Behnen, Nikki
Respi, and Bridget Holmes,
this miniature, yet potent
strike tandem is a handful
with a combined 14 goals
and 4 assists this season. The
midfield is not forgotten with
a cohesive unit moving the
ball side to side; the way the
beautiful game is meant to
be played. Producing fluidity
uncanny for a team so young
in both age and cohesion,
the midfield players look
to be a strong point of this
year’s team. The middle of
the park, though a minor
bleep on the statistical radar,
provides vital synapses to the

on-field network. Linking
it all together is Kristin
Ferguson, sophomore, and
Erin Pipitone, junior—with
support from juniors, Jenna
Ridenhour and Megan
Bollinger. The tipping point
is in the team’s depth. With
an ensemble cast of twelve
freshman and veteran subs,
the consistent amount of
quality throughout the team
allows the girls to battle
through the season without
fear of fatigue or a drop in
quality. While the talent on
the women’s team resides
under a high ceiling; where
there is potential, there is

room for improvement.
The women are not without
lapses in certain parts of the
field during crucial periods
of the game. However, the
team work ethic has been
more than commendable.
The women’s transition from
defense to offense has been
the key driving force in the
attack, while the ability to
slice open a defense on a
quick counter has been their
most dangerous asset. With a
current overall record of (6-4)
and a conference record of
(3-1) the women’s post season
ambitions are still in reach.

Health
A special pullout section to keep you looking and feeling great from
Prof. Elizabeth Cowie and the students of the Dietetics Department.
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The Green Machine?
By Jaema R. Younge,
Guest Writer

What is red, green, black, or
white? If the guess was Jelly
Belly jellybeans, The Power
Rangers, or the colors of the
new M & M’s, sadly all of
these are wrong! The answer
is simple: tea! Whether it is
consumed hot with biscuits
in London or served iced on
a hot summer day in Georgia,
tea is a popular drink enjoyed
all around the world.
While there are several
different varieties of tea, black
and green teas are the most
commonly marketed. For
many years, among different
cultures in the world, green
tea has been used to treat and
prevent illness and diseases
such as cancer and heart
disease. Today, green tea is
a popular drink for many
Americans due to its health
related benefits. This increased
demand is shown on grocery
store shelves, gas stations,
and college campuses, The
research on the health
benefits of green tea is
growing and appears
promising. However,
J
there is some degree
of questioning as
to whether these
reported health claims
are directly linked to
green tea consumption.

To know what makes tea
healthy, it is important to

first know how tea is made.
Green, black, and oolong, the
three main types of teas,
are made from the
leaves of the
Camellia

very small amounts of time to
protect compounds known as

amounts of catechins when
compared to black and oolong
(Applied Biochemistry and
Microbiology, 2005). Thus,
green tea is sold as an
all around health
drink that helps
to maintain
health and
prevent
illness

due

to its
rich content
of catechins.

sinesis
plant of
South
East Asia.
Unlike black
and oolong, green tea leaves
are steamed and dried out for

catechins.
Catechins (kat-e-kins) are the
compounds in tea that act
as antioxidants—substances
that help fight against cell
damage. Green tea leaves
are reported to have larger

Although green
tea is usually served
hot, iced versions are
on the rise. Lipton,
Snappie, and Tazo are
just some of the common
brand names that sell iced
green tea. These bottled green
teas, however, are questioned
for their high amounts of
corn syrup. In one bottle of
Lipton’s green tea with citrus,
there are 21 grams of sugar
from corn syrup. Lipton
and other brand-named

companies that sell iced green
tea now have bottled iced
green teas with sweetener
instead of corn syrup to
help cut out extra calories.

Recently, the Food and
Drug Administration denied
approval for a company to
use a qualified health claim
linked with green tea, stating
that there was not enough
credible evidence to support
it. The FDA states that
the studies they examined
contained several problems
with study design. Until
more updated research is
presented, the FDA does
not support the idea of
a definite relationship
between green tea and
health related benefits.

Despite the disapproval of
the FDA, regular green tea
drinkers still believe in its
medicinal powers. However,
the question remains whether
green tea helps with specific
health related illnesses.
Hopefully the answer to this
question is resolved in the
near future. Until researchers
come to a definite conclusion,
green tea, no matter the
form, remains as a good
source of antioxidants to help
maintain a healthy body.

Finding More than Gold at the
End of the Rainbow
By Casey Fisher,
Guest Writer
Did you know that 75% of
Americans are not getting
their daily allowance of fruits
and vegetables? When it
comes down to it, people
prefer fries or cookies to
healthier alternatives. More
studies are showing that fruits
and vegetables can reduce

your risk for certain cancers
and other illnesses. The
USDA is promoting a new
slogan, “Eat the Rainbow.”
This encourages people to eat
a variety of fruits and veggies
instead of sticking to the same
ones. In addition to eating
a variety of produce, people
need to ear the right amount
to keep their bodies healthy.
For vegetables, the average

amount a person should be
eating is 2 to 3 cups a day.
But different vegetables count
for different amounts. One
cup of raw or cooked veggies
or two cups of raw leafy
veggies counts as one serving.
For fruits, the average daily
amount should be 1 to 2 cups.
One cup of fresh fruit or 1/4
See “Rainbow” page 8.
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Organic: Pure and Simple
By Cindy Calender,
Guest Writer
Almost everywhere you turn
these days, there is proof
that people are becoming
more interested in organic
foods. Even Wal-Mart has
begun selling organic food
brands. Times are changing,
and people are becoming
more concerned with their
health and their family’s
health. As a result, plenty of
restaurants, supermarkets,
and food companies are
marketing organic products.
Even college campuses are
calling for more organic
foods. However, there may be
misconceptions about what
the term “organic” means.

Are you a consumer confused
about what organic foods
really are? Buying organic
foods typically costs more
than conventional foods,
so it is important ro be
an informed consumer
when you are anticipating
paying more for food.

The United States
Department of Agriculture’s
definition of organic refers to

food products that have been
produced without synthetic
pesticides, fertilizers, or
sewage sludge. Food products
that have been organically
grown and certified by the
USDA will carry an organic
seal labeled “USDA Organic.”
Foods with this seal show
evidence that they passed
government regulations.
Other terms are likely to be
linked to/with organic, bur are
often marketing ploys.
include: all natural, cage-free,
free-range, and hormonefree. “All natural” means no
artificial ingredients, but it
does not necessarily mean
the food is organic. You may
have seen cage-free eggs in
your local grocery store. It
means the hens were not
confined to cages and does
not necessarily mean organic.
Free-range meats are animals
that had access to outdoors
and, once again, does not
necessarily mean it’s organic.
Hormone-free simply means
no hormones were added.
Even so, animals still produce
their own hormones.

When purchasing packaged
foods, look at the labels to see
if the product says it is “100%
organic.” This means that all
ingredients are organic. If the
product just says “organic,”
it means that at least 95% of
the ingredients are organic.
If the product says, “made
with organic ingredients,”
it means that at least 70%
of the ingredients qualify.

Shoppers Guide to Pesticides
in Produce is helpful to
use when shopping for
produce. Not only will it
help you make wiser choices
when deciding to purchase
organic vs. conventional,
but it can also save you
money in the long run.

References:
(September 5, 2007)
“Organic Foods Worth the
Price?”Nutrition Action.
July/Aug. 2007. pp4-8.

Brown, Amy. (2007)
Understanding Food:
Principles and Preparation,
3rd edition, (pp. 14).

Shoppers Guide to Pesticides in Produce

Plenty of produce found
in local supermarkets have
been sprayed with pesticides
and other chemicals by
farmers to protect their
crops. The exposure to
pesticides has potential
links to attention deficit
disorder, asthma, cancer,
and other health problems.

Cleanest 12
Onions
Avocado

Sweet Corn (frozen)
Pineapples

Mango

Washing fruits and vegetables
reduces pesticide residue, and
peeling reduces pesticides-at the cost of reducing
nutrients in the edible peel.

Sweet Peas (frozen)
Asparagus

Kiwi
Bananas

If you prefer organic foods,
but cannot necessarily afford
purchasing them, solely,
there is a guide for the most
and least contaiminated
fruits and vegetables. The

Cabbage

Broccoli
Eggplant

Energy Drinks: Friend or Foe?
By Jenna Zahner,
Guest Writer

In 2005, energy drink sales
totaled over $3 billion. Sales
are expected to hit $10
billion by 2010. Could
energy drinks be playing a
part in our society’s health
and overweight issues?
Most energy drinks are not
directly harmful. However,
they can be very dangerous if
they are not consumed with
caution. Advertisements
for energy drinks can be
misleading at times and give
consumers the idea that it is
safe to drink them under any
conditions. It is important to
know the specific ingredients
in energy drinks, unsafe
drinking conditions, and
other health risks related
to their consumption.

Red Bull, Monster, Full
Throttle, and Rock Star

are a few of the top selling
energy drinks. These drinks
are normally marketed
towards people between the
ages of 18 and 30 years old,
especially college students.
The beverages contain
large amounts of sugar and
caffeine—about equal to a
cup of coffee. Tire difference
is, while coffee is sipped and
consumed slowly, energy
drinks are usually consumed
very quickly. The amount
of sugar adds to the calorie
content, which is roughly
200 calories per can.

Due to these high levels of
caffeine and sugar in energy
drinks, they are unsafe to
consume before or during a
workout. Caffeine causes a
person to use rhe restroom
more frequently and a person
naturally sweats during
exercise. As a result, energy
drinks can cause severe

dehydration. In addition, the
large amounts of sugar cause
quick bursts of energy that
will be burned off quickly,
causing one to feel very tired.

Combining energy drinks
with alcohol can also be very
dangerous. Energy drinks
are stimulants and alcohol is
a depressant. Having a drink
like Red Bull and vodka, or
another combination of an
energy drink and alcohol
can prevent the consumer
from feeling the effects of
the alcohol. The person
may not feel impaired,
but their blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) is still
high. This may cause people
to consume larger amounts
of alcohol than usual.
There are also other health
risks that are cause for concern
with the consumption
of energy drinks. These
include: difficulty
sleeping, upset stomach,
heartburn, irritability, and
anxiety. People with heart
problems, diabetes, and

high blood pressure should
avoid energy drinks.
The energy drink became
very popular in the past few
years, and its popularity is
still on the rise. The beverage
does a good job providing
a quick boost of energy in a
tasty way. However, it is very
important to drink it under
safe and moderate conditions.

Are energy drinks friend or
foe? If your health has a say,
make it an acquaintance.
References:
Wong, Cathy. (2006). Energy
Drinks. Retrieved September 2,
2007,from
http:ll
www.altmedecine. about.
com/od/completeazindex/
aJenergy_drinks. him
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It All Adds Up!
By Haley Simon,
Guest Writer

stresses, along with many
other stresses, to increase.

satisfying, and perhaps cause
the person to consume less.

Can stress be a contributor
to rhe “freshman fifteen?”

When people are stressed
they are more likely to eat
rhe sweet and fatty foods
that are comforting to them.
There are chemicals in the
brain that are triggered when
stressed. Such chemicals,
like insulin and cortisol, are
then released into the body,
fhese increase the appetite
and make cravings for sweets
and fats seem irresistible.
Most people will experience
an increase in weight around
the abdominal area that, if
left untreated, could cause
health problems later in life.

Some people skip meals for
the purpose of weight loss or
because they cannot find time
to eat. Your body, however,
depends on food for fuel, and
when you do nor eat your
metabolism slows down.

Often when students go off to
college, they end up gaining
more than just friends. Many
will end up gaining anywhere
from 5 to 15 pounds of
extra weight. What are
some of the contributors
to this weight gain, and
how can it be prevented?

It is hard to go away to college
and not have some kind
of weight gain. There are
extra stresses that come with
college that one may not have
experienced in high school.
Being away from home for the
first time, new roommates,
and late night study groups
are all factors that affect the
balance of life. College is a
critical time when good time
management skills will help
keep stress levels down and
give life structure. However,
many students find this to
be their biggest challenge,
which causing school

Weight prevention is much
easier than losing weight. It
is important to adopt healthy
habits early because they
can be more challenging
to start later. Many people
will multi-task, eating while
working on projects. It is
important to stop other
activities when having a
meal. This will help the meal
become more enjoyable and

In order to pull the all-night
study sessions, many students
will depend on high-calorie
drinks that are loaded with
sugar and caffeine. These
drinks only dehydrate the
body, leaving it crashed
down from a sugar high.
Healthy snacks such as fruit
and vegetables are great
alternatives and will give you
that extra boost of energy.

Managing your health does
not stop with just eating
the right foods. Exercise
and proper rest are key
components to weight
prevention and management.
Exercise will help you feel
and look better, releasing
stress and clearing your
mind. Exercise will also

help you rest better at night.
Getting 7-8 hours of sleep
is crucial; a regular sleep
schedule is hard to maintain
in college bur will be very
beneficial to your health.

It all adds up! You can let
those pounds accumulate as
you grow in education, or
you can go to school prepared
to stay healthy by eating
the right foods, consistently
exercising, and maintaining
proper sleep habits.
College is an amazing
experience; rid yourself of the
added stresses of weight gain

and an unhealthy lifestyle.
Treat yourself right, you
deserve it!

References:
California Olive Industry.
(2007). Is stress making us
heavier and unhealthien
Retrieved August 25, 2007,
from http://www.calolive.
org/nutritionists/findings/
findings_2006q4. html

The Nemours Foundation.
(1995-2007). Beating the
freshman 15. Retrieved August
25, 2007, from http:llwww.
kidshealth.org/teen/school_johs/
college/freshman_ 15. html

Not All Smoothies Are Created Equal
By Sharice Patterson,
Guest Writer

Many people are choosing to
drink smoothies and shakes
(instead of eating a meal) due
because they are concerned
with health, nutrition, and
watching their weight and
calorie intake. But just how
healthy are these popular
smoothies? Some people
may be getting the wrong
idea that all smoothies are
good for you because they
are made with fruit and/or
fruit juice. But the truth
is that some smoothies
made with fruit also have
high fat and high calorie
ingredients added, such as
fruit concentrate (instead
of real fruit), ice cream, and
whole milk. What goes into
a smoothie is what makes it
either healthy or fattening.

For example, a Jamba Juice
24-ounce Peanut Butter
Moo’d smoothie has 840
calories, 21 grams of fat and

122 grams of sugar, according
to the company’s nutritional
information. A McDonald’s
Double Quarter Pounder with
cheese has 740 calories, 42
grams of fat and 40 grams of
carbohydrates. While some
consumers may walk into a
smoothie shop thinking they
are purchasing a healthy, wellbalanced, and tasty snack,
they are actually doing more
harm to their health than if
they were to purchase a greasy
burger at a drive-through.
When most people order
a smoothie, they don’t
always know the amount
of calories or fat certain
ingredients can add.
People should know about
places such as Smoothie
King which has a section
on their menu that shows
healthy, low fat, low calorie
smoothies and has an
ingredient and nutritional
content list available for the
customer to see. And, before

you order, know what low
fat, low-calorie ingredients
your smoothie contains.
As long as you are an
informed consumer,
smoothies can offer many
benefits. They are quick, easy
and can be taken on the go.
Smoothies with real fruit
and fat-free yogurt provide
many nutrients and are
lower in fat and calories.

Smoothies can also be made
fast and easy at home with a
blender, and you can add any
fruit or even vegetable you
want while having complete
control and knowledge of all
the ingredients. This can be
good for someone who may
be trying to lose weight or
simply maintain a healthy,
balanced diet. Although
smoothies should not replace
every meal, they can be
a great meal replacement
when you are on the go
(which is convenient for the
average college student!).
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Ten Ways to Eat Healthier on Campus
By Liz Seely,
Guest Writer

From fad diets to fitness
crazes, Americans are always
looking for ways to get fit.
For college students this
can prove to be difficult as
they scurry between classes,
activities, and partying.

Here Comes the
Snack Attack
By Martina Jackson,
Guest Writer
Ever find yourself sitting up
late cramming for an exam,
or on the run between school
and work wanting something
quick to snack on? Fight the
urge to order a pizza or grab
a bag of junk food. Snacking
does not have to be unhealthy.

It is common for college
students to skip fruits and
vegetables during the day.
Healthy snacking might help
you make that change. By
replacing ar least one junk
food with a healthier choice,
a person can improve their
over all health. Take a slice of
cherry pie and trade it in for
a handful of fresh, naturally
sweet cherries. A slice of
cherry pie contains 404
calories, 55 carbohydrates,
and 21 grams of fat, where
as the same amount of raw
cherries only contain 86
calories, 22 carbohydrates
and less than one gram of
fat. "khe switch allows one to
eat the same amount of food
to satisfy the hunger, but to
take in fewer calories and
more vitamins and minerals.
There are many ways to make
snacking not only fun and
easy, but also beneficial to
your health. When you get
the munchies, why not grab
a favorite fruit or vegetable?
Sweet fruits such as apples,
peaches, oranges, and grapes
are all great (and delicious!)
substitutes for unhealthy
sweets. These types of fruits
are nutrient dense, which
means they are full of vitamins
and minerals and usually
have fewer calories than the

processed food choices. Not
only do these fruit options
help to prevent you from
piling on the pounds while
snacking, but it will also help
to satisfy a sweet tooth.
Not in the mood for a piece
of fresh fruit? Craving a
crunchy snack? Why not
snack on some veggies?
Carrots, broccoli, cauliflower,
and celery all have important
vitamins and minerals, and
are easy to cut up and enjoy.
Vegetables have the same
crunchiness as potato chips
and are also good for your
health, unlike the chips.
Veggies can also be fixed up
with other food groups to
vary the colors, add flavor,
and make the health benefits
better. For example, a celery
stick, filled with peanut butter
and raisins is delicious and
nutritious. This snack has
the crisp texture of celery, a
protein boost with the creamy
peanut butter, and sweetness
with the raisins.

Snacking options are endless,
but with the right choice, the
food chosen can provide you
with many health bonuses-be
it a protein boost from
peanut butter, or meeting
the daily needs for vitamin C
intake by eating an orange.
So next time you reach for
the phone to call in a pizza
order or reach for the junk
food, think again. Healthy
snacks are a great choice
for every type of craving.

Stressing over assignments,
deadlines, exams, and
balancing a full schedule
causes many students to skip
meals regularly, consume
fast unhealthy meals, or
over eat late at night.

The University Health Center
at the University of Georgia

1

Fill your commuter cup with
water instead of soda! Drinking soda
all day long can add a lot of useless,
empty calories to your diet (some
people consume up to 1/3 of their daily
calories through beverages alone!).

2

Who can get enough of the
famous DSAC wrap? Even this yummy
little delight can be healthier when
you switch from fried chicken.

3

Remember the to-go box isn't
only offered in the DSAC. Grab a
to-go box in Ryan to fill up and take
with you to make sure you only
make one trip and don't head back
for ice-cream or chocolate cake.

4

Remember the three R's: stay
to the Right and Rear in Ryan. When
you eat meals in Ryan, you can find
sandwiches in the rear and tasty
salads with tons of veggies and soup.

3

When you crave a soda, head
to the bookstore or the DSAC for an
unsweetened tea instead. Tea offers

“Rainbow” cont.
from page 5.

cup dried fruit counts as one
serving. This many seem
like a lot to get in your diet.
Below are thirteen easy ways
to include these tasty treats.

- In the morning, add a
cut-up banana, strawberries,
or other berries to your
cereal or oatmeal.

- Have a piece of fruit,
instead of chips, for a
mid-morning snack.
- Add fruit to your
yogurt. (You cannot
really count the fruit in
“fruit-flavored” yogurt).
- When eating a salad, add
carrots, peas, bell peppers,
and other veggies. You
can also add strawberries,
blueberries, and other fruits.

-Instead of eating fries with
your burger, reach for some

(2004) found that eating
healthy makes you feel better
both physically and mentally.
Take a few minutes out of
each day to think about what
you eat to improve your
health. Here are ten ways
to eat healthier on campus.

several health benefits that soda does
not (See: The Green Machine article).

6

After you drag yourself out of bed
for breakfast in Ryan, choose cereal and
skim milk and grab a piece of fruit to go
instead of stuffing yourself with pastries
or pancakes with butter and syrup.

7

When you finally get sick of
on-campus food choices, opt for a
tasty Jimmy John's sub sandwich
loaded with fresh veggies instead
of a greasy takeout pizza.

8

When you desire a candy bar, go
for pretzels or animal crackers instead.

9

Eat dinner early in Ryan so you
don't eat so close to when you go to
sleep. This will give your body a chance
to properly digest the food and burn
some of the calories from your meal.

10

Everyone knows that breakfast
is the most important meal of
the day. So get up early and get
that metabolism started with
breakfast in Ryan or the DSAC.

carrot sticks. And while
eating that burger, add some
tomato, lettuce, and onions.
You also can try using salsa.

- If choosing to eat a pie,
pick one that is made
with fruit. Think rhubarb,
apples, or berries.

- Buying produce when
it is in season allows you
to eat it at their best.

Understandably, you can only
take it one day at a time. Try
to gradually add fruits and
veggies everyday until you
reach the amounts needed.
And remember, there are more
important things to rainbows
than just a pot of gold!

-Keep a bowl with fruit on
the counter for easy access.
- Keep cut-up fruits and
veggies in the fridge so
they are easy to grab when
you are on the go.
- Don’t be afraid to buy
frozen fruits and veggies,
sometimes it is easier this way.
-If you like having ice cream
after dinner, add some berries
to it to make it even tastier.
- Instead of plain, white
bread, spice things up with
pumpkin, banana, raisin,
or even apple bread.

- Add peanut butter to
the apple you’re eating.

References:

PBH (2007) Fruits and
veggies more matters. Retrieved
September 10, 2007, from
http://www.
fruitsandveggiesmorematters. org

University ofNebraska
(2007) Food Reflections.
Retrieved September 16,
2007from http:/I
Lancaster, uni. edu
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Live From Fontbonne, it's the FAB Live Music Hour!
By Dominic Dimanche,
Reporter

The day began like any
other—students still reeling
from their first classes or
having already been to
so many that numbers
were forgotten. However,
there was something of
particular interest in the
Medaille Meadow today.
It was the first installment
of FAB’s live music event
for the year. In the past,
there have been many highcaliber performances, and
this time was no different.
This year the musical guest
was Meg Allison, a singer
whose style is a perfect
blend of country and pop
(think of a middle-ground
between Kelly Clarkson
and Carrie Underwood).
Meg Allison is an up-andcoming singer-songwriter
whose sophomore album,
“Missing Piece”— released
in 2005 and produced by
Chris Keup (who backed
Jason Mraz) and Stewart
Myers (whose other clients
include Shawn Colvin and
Lifehouse)—has earned
critical acclaim. Her hit
single, “Old Soul,” won
the Songwriters Universe’s
“Best Song” competition.

Allison grew up in a suburb
of Chicago called Evanston,

IL. Music has always been
an integral part of her life,
even as a child. At age six she
started playing the piano,
then the acoustic guitar. She
drew from Patty Griffin and
The Indigo Girls as influences
for her own musical style.

Unfortunately, the first FAB
music event had an unusually
low turnout. Whatever the
cause may have been, it did
not seem discourage Allison
one bit. In the face of such
a small crowd, she took
it all in stride like a true
performer—even making
a joke or two about it.

Sitting in the shade of the
AMC, she began to play
her set as though it were
for a sold-out auditorium
of screaming fans. Her
songs seemed to call back
to the glory days of country
music, when it was about
heartache and searching for
dreams that may never come.
Whether it was about a bad
breakup, a love-triangle,
or a lament of the ups and
downs of Hollywood, each
song carried a peculiar air
of melancholy and charm.
Her quiet but strong vocal
style mixed perfectly with her
guitar. With every song, the
nature of the acoustic guitar
would change from melodious
chords to fierce piercing

Meg Allison and bandfill the meadow with strong melodies. - Photo by Krista Brown

riffs; no two songs sounding
the same. Coupled with the
personal subject matter of her
songs, it only helped to pull
the listener even deeper into
the world she creates. For her
song “Old Soul,” Allison’s
voice carries a warbling tone
as she lists all the things she
wishes to tell her loved ones
throughout the years. With
each song, she manages to
take the listeners to another
time and place—keeping
them there until it’s over.

Despite performing in the
meadow, Allison managed
to keep it intimate. It was
like it was set in a small
cafe or bar. Maybe this was
because of her casual and
conversational style, giving
out little anecdotes between
songs in order to lighten
the mood created by their
serious themes. In one such
moment, she shared her hopes
of being a guest on Oprah,
“because you know you hit it
big when you get there.” All
in all, Allison gave a stellar

performance with her strong
melodies, awesome guitar
work, and overall wit that was
a treat to all in attendance.
To hear more songs
from Meg Allison, check
out her Myspace page
at www.myspace.com/
megallisonmusic and I-tunes.
Also, “Missing Piece,” her
second album, is out now,
and “I’m With You,” her third
offering, is coming out soon.

Mustard Seed Theater Sprouts at University
By Mary Maxfield,
Guest Writer

The Mustard Seed Theater,
a new company based at
Fontbonne dedicated to
“exploring our relationship
with God and our ethical
responsibility to the world,”
launched its inaugural season
with staged readings of “The
As If Body Loop,” by Ken
Weitzman, on September
8-10. Centered on a
fragmented family’s attempt to
understand suffering through
systems of belief including
New Ageism, Judaism, and
sports philosophy, “lite As If
Body Loop” addresses issues
of faith and social justice
relevant to the Fontbonne
community and this semester’s

focus on the Jewish faith.
The play itself employs the
Jewish myth of the LamedVov, 36 truly exceptional
people who can balance the
suffering of the entire global
population. Weitzman,
however, poses the unsettling
question of how a mere 36
people could handle such an
intense degree of suffering
without succumbing to
emotional collapse. Indeed,
the character of Sarah, played
by Magan Wiles, endures a
severe nervous breakdown
after overextending herself
in her career as a social
worker following the
tragic attacks of 9/11.

Unwilling to explain Sarah’s
illness as basic occupational

burn-out, her eccentric
mother declares Sarah a
Lamed-Vovnik and asserts
that without Sarah to bear
a portion of the immense
global suffering, the world
will quickly disintegrate.
Thus, with various degrees
of enthusiasm, the family
including oldest brother
Aaron (Paul Pagano),
youngest brother Glenn
(Adam Flores), and their
mother, Roberta (Eleanor
Mullin)—develop a plan to
bear Sarah’s suffering for her.
The story that unfolds over
the next two acts speaks to
the heart of human suffering,
at times quite directly. One
of Sarah’s former patients,
the explosive Martin (Gary

Barker), who lost his wife
in the attacks on the World
Trade Center, informs
Aaron that sympathy
“presumes there’s a you
and a me, and that we are
separate. It presumes one

of us was affected and one
of us was not. And that’s
unacceptable.” Instead,
Martin and Weitzman offer
the idea of “The As If Body
See “Mustard” on page 11.

Adam Flores (Fontbonne alum '07), Magan Wiles, Paul Pagano (Masters student

in Theatre Education) — Photo by Jacob Branch
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Light the Night Walk Comforts
the glow of the illuminated
balloons took over. A sudden
roar of cheers overcame the
serenity of Forest Park. There
was barely room to move, as
everyone gathered to the start
of the Light the Night Walk,
sponsored by the Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society.

By Megan Boschert,
Reporter
Orange speckles of lighting
streamed through the trees
as the sun went down and

The chatter of the walkers
filled the air as the walkers
started and everyone began
sharing their emotional and
inspirational reasons for
attending. Candace Eckar,
walking for her fourth year,
says, “This walk holds a
special place in my heart,
because 1 lost a friend to
cancer many years ago.”
Eckhart plans to continue
participating in the Light

the Night Walk for as long
as she is physically able.

passed, and the entire family
signed up in effort to work
through their grief. Cassidy

At first the walk was hard to do,
but once we started walking and
heard the stories of others, we found
comfort in our shared experiences...
suddenly we didn’t feel so alone.
The stories continued to
spread among the walkers
as they moved through the
park. Trisha Cassidy of
Clayton, a mother who has
been at the walk for each of
its 9 years, spoke of losing
her son to cancer at the age
of five and the effects of that
loss on her family. The walk
started shortly after her son

says, “At first the walk was
hard to do, but once we
started walking and heard
the stories of others, we
found comfort in our shared
experiences.. .suddenly we
didn’t feel so alone.” In
addition to the walk, there
were many activities—
including a live band and
bouncy gym—for everyone,

especially rhe kids, to enjoy.
Despite the stories of loss, the
atmosphere was full of joy.

Later in the event, Cheryl
Reale of the Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society took the
stage, telling her emotional
and heart-felt story to a
quietly reverent crowd.
Though at the time of the
event, an exact number of
participants was impossible to
determine, it was announced
that $500,000 had been
raised—with more still
coming in. The Light the
Night Walk’s overwhelming
success and impact on the
community surely guarantees
many more years to come.

Chilean Duo Rocks Coffee House
By Jennifer Bukovic,
Layout/Headline Editor
Fontbonne’s student service
organization, FISH, teamed
up with Student Activities
this month to give an
unexpected twist to the
traditional Coffeehouse
experience. Utilizing funds
generously donated by
Fontbonne alum Claire Roach
for the purpose of bringing
multicultural entertainment
to the University, Student
Activities chose Laura Fuentes
y Calicanto, a Latin American
influenced duo comprised
of Laura Fuentes and her
husband Pedro Villagra, to
entertain at the Coffeehouse
in the DSAC ‘Cat.

This special Coffeehouse
coincided perfectly, though
accidentally according
to Chris Gill of Student
Activities, with Spanish
Heritage Month. Laura
Fuentes advertised the event
on her website as a “Latino
Heritage Celebration,” and
brought a distinctive flair to
the roomful of Fontbonne
students lounging in DSAC
eating Hostess snack cakes
and guzzling soda.

Despite rhe lack of student
turnout, Laura remained
upbeat. She shared anecdotes
between songs and often

laughed a little at her own
jokes. Her stage presence
was so passionate and sincere
that she nearly convinced
the audience that it was the
first time she had shared each
story and that she was telling
them just for their benefit.
Her stories, which highlighted
Latin American history as
it applied to the music and
traditional instruments they
played, were light-hearted and
funny, sentimental and often
romantic. Before one such
song, she shared the history
of the cueca, Chile’s national
dance. With a giggle, she
mentioned, “In Portuguese
it means underwear.”

Their self-described “urban
ethnic music” was soothing,
melodic, and mesmerizing.
Her explanations of the
songs were helpful for those
who don’t speak Spanish.
However, her talent was such
that she could have sung
about peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches and the music
would be just as moving.
Born in Santiago, Chile,
Laura was forced to
move from Chile in 1973
when Augusto Pinochet,
commander-in-chief of
the Chilean military, led

a military coup of the
established government.
Pinochet suspended the
Chilean constitution, shut
down the parliament, and
placed severe restrictions
on political activity and
the media. Thousands of
supporters of the former
government were killed and
thousands more were forced
into exile including Laura. She
fled to Madison, Wisconsin,
where she earned her degree
in vocal performance at the
University’ of Wisconsin.

Pedro, who remained subdued
during the show, was born
in Contulmo, Chile. He
formed Santiago del Nuevo
Extremo, one of the most
influential and important
Chilean bands in the 1980’s.
One of their albums featured
in Rolling Stone’s “Best
Albums of 2000.” The couple
currently resides in Chile and
plan to return home after
a few more performances
in rhe United States.
-for more information about
Laura Fuentes y Calicanto,
visit www.laurafuentes.com.

Laura encouraged audience
participation by handing
out various traditional Latin
American instruments and
asking rhe audience to
sing and clap along with
the music. The students
were hesitant at first but as
the evening went on most
attendees had an opportunity
to play at least one of the
instruments she offered.
The musical talent displayed
on stage by Hiura and
Pedro was incredible. They
both played a variety of
instruments and Pedro often
switched instruments three or
more times during one song.

Laura Fuentes y Calicanto, a Latin American influenced duo comprised ofLaura Fuentes and her husband Pedro Villagra.
— Photo by Jennifer Buko vic

University Hawk Keeps Watchful
Eye Over Students
Dr. Ben Moore captured the graceful bird of
prey guarding Ryan Hall. Some say it attacks
procrastinating students.
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University's Close Community Perfect Fit for Allison Henricks
By Trish Schodrowski,
Copy/News Editor
While sitting in her new,
brightly-lit office on the
third floor of the Science
building, Allison Henricks
reflected on her good fortune.
“This [job] happened a lot
earlier than I could have ever
hoped,” she mused. “To have
found a position like this
already...” she trailed off with
an incredulous look, turning
to gaze out of the window
at her new surroundings.

The Kansas City native
boasts an extensive resume.
“I’ve always been involved in
education,” she said. After
receiving her Bachelor’s
degree in Home Economics
Secondary Education from
Missouri University, she
went on to achieve her
Masters in Urban Leadership
and Policy Analysis (aka
Secondary Administration)
from the University of
Missouri in Kansas City.
She is currently working
on her Ed. D (Educational
Doctorate) from MU, and
arrived at Fontbonne from
the most recent position
of working full-time as the
executive director of a non
profit organization, the
Family Literacy Center. The
move prompted Henricks to
reevaluate her doctorate thesis,
which looked at partnerships
between non-profit
organizations and schools.

The Family Literacy Center,
located in Independence,
Missouri, is an organization
that worked in close
cooperation with the local
public school system “We

provided programming
for at-risk students and
families. We’d go to their
[the school’s] staff meetings.
There was also a complete
program organized through
the high school in Kansas
City for teen parents to learn
parenting skills,” Henricks
mentioned. “Participants
received high school credit for
taking parenting courses.”

The Center also worked
with the community to offer
educational opportunities to
the unschooled or those in
need of additional learning.
A variety of classes helped
educate working adults in
preparation for the GED.
“I he main focus was to
build literacy skills in adults
and the entire family.”
Henricks first got involved
in volunteer work through
the Kansas City program
Youth Friends. Similar to
the national Big Brother Big
Sister program, volunteers
were “assigned a student at
school who’s considered highrisk.” She started volunteering
for Youth Friends over six
years ago, and still talks
to the youth friend’ she
helped during that time.

“She’s a junior in high school
now,” Henricks said brightly.
“She actually just visited me
here not too long ago.”
She first heard about
Fontbonne through family. A
close relative and University
alum recommended the
university. What impressed
Henricks most was the
Department of Human and
Environmental Sciences,

Allison Henricks working hard and enjoying her new position in the Human and
Environmental Sciences department. - Photo by Austin Skinner

Allison Henricksfeeling at home in her new office. — Photo by Austin Skinner

which has received numerous
national accreditations for
the quality of its programs,
such as recognition by the
Council for Accreditation
of the American
Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences.
Upon reviewing the
university’s web site, Henricks
immediately discovered
job openings for full-time
HES faculty members. “I
believe things happen for a
reason,” she stated with quiet
conviction, then grinned.
“And who doesn’t love it when
things fall into your lap?”

Dr. Cheryl Houston, Chair
and Associate Professor of
the HES department, openly
supported making new
additions to accommodate the
growing university. “We’re so
excited to have her,” she said.
Her enthusiasm was echoed
by Janine Duncan, Associate
Professor of the HES
Department, who wrote,
“Her expertise in Urban
Education (her graduate
work comes from this
area) makes her a great fit
to Fontbonne University.
Allison is transitioning quite
smoothly... Allison is a very
thoughtful person, who I am
especially pleased to have the
opportunity to work with.”

The atmosphere in the
department and among
colleagues at Fontbonne

attracted Henricks. “You
find that in most HES
departments, they’re just
[inherently] good people, and
everyone’s been tremendously
supportive and welcoming.”
Compared to previous
positions at public schools
with classes that burst at the
seams, Henricks believes a
less crowded classroom is
a better environment for
both teacher and student.
She shook her head, perhaps
reflecting on the massive
lecture halls at MU. “Students
don’t learn anything in that
environment,” she stated in a
firm tone. “They have to do all
the learning on their own...
Small classes are great, and are
especially great for students.”

“Mustard” cont. from page 9.
Loop,” suggesting that the
experience of a witness is
nearly identical to that of a
primary sufferer, with each
person “every bit as affected”
as the next. Weitzman draws
on this to insist on collective
responsibility, a noble theme
made more affecting by the
intense detail of Martin’s story.
However, this conclusion
negates the individualized
nature of personal experience
and the need to tread carefully
in our attempts to empathize.
Moreover, its sudden
insertion into the plot serves
to tie loose ends in the play,

As for the work at Fontbonne,
where smaller classes are
a trademark, she relishes
the chance to get to know
the students. After all, the
learning process for a good
instructor never ends. She
said, “One of the best ways
to learn is from other people,
other perspectives. Something
you remember ten years
from now could have been
said by a person sitting next
to you in a classroom.”

Currently, the classrooms
in which she hopes to make
a difference are: HES 266
Management of Family
Resources, HES 291
Foundations in HES, and
HES 497 Senior Synthesis.

(perhaps better left loose),
while betraying the complex
struggles of the characters
themselves. The astounding
performances, including
Flores’s sympathetic and
amusing portrayal of Glenn
and Barker’s compelling
depiction of Martin, make
this failure in the writing all
the more disappointing. Still,
the questions prompted by
the impressive first offering
from The Mustard Seed
Theater and director Deanna
Jent are likely to stay with
the audience for some time,
and hopefully push each of us
toward carrying our rightful
portion of the global weight.

V.I.P.s enjoy Mike
Talayna's Jukebox
Restaurant and
Party Club
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Ain't No Cure For the Summertime Blues
By Chris Schott,
Staff Writer

I hate sweating against my
will. I can hardly stand getting
in a hot car, and don’t get
me started on black interior.
“It’s not the heat, it’s the
humidity,” becomes the
death rattle of weathermen
everywhere. Summer means
watching the world melt in
heat waves that visibly radiate
from the concrete. My hatred
for summer runs deep. With
complete sincerity, I can say
I would rather be in school
than on summer vacation. As
rhe dog days end, I officially
proclaim myself the Scrooge
of summer. Bah! Sun block.
My summer consists,
primarily, of working over
fifty hours a week at a pizza
place. My motivation to
finish my degree keeps me
slaving inside a hot kitchen,

slinging pies for people who
are living it up and stuffing
their faces. In essence, I am
George Jefferson—before he
got his. An average workday
consists of a “triple T,”: a
ten a.m. till ten p.m. shift.
My appreciation for school
comes directly from such
long days made even longer
by the fact that I hurt myself
at work on a regular basis.
Ask me sometime about
the fingertips I added to the
pepperoni. The truth is, I
have a dicey relationship with
knives. I would rather be in
any boring class, any day—no
contest. A far as I know,
nobody has ever required
skin graft surgery from a
tragic Rhetoric accident.
Apart from work, my disgust
for summer comes from
jealousy. I feed pizza to
spray-tanned bodies who then
hop in their cars, laughing,

speeding off—destination:
FUN. It might be a trick of
my boiled brain, but I can’t
help but hear the Beach Boys
as they disappear into the
heat. I live vicariously through
friends with money—seeing
two oceans in one week,
going to Fenway Park. As
for me, I’m just thankful the
zoo is free. The one time
I followed my vacationing
instincts, I found myself
stranded in Memphis with a
smoking Malibu. At least the
repairman was nice enough
to express his sympathy while
counting my $800.1 did
get to eat at Isaac Hayes’s
restaurant, Hot Buttered Soul.
Mr. Hayes says the food is
“sex on a plate.” On the other
hand, Beale Street was a waste
of neon, and the only thing
Graceland was missing was
a taxidermic Elvis. I should
have just gone to the zoo.

When traveling by car during
the summer months, beware
of construction. As soon as
the weather warms, MODOT
takes over, congesting every
nook and cranny of road.
This summer, Highway 40
became an obstacle course
as I competed against every
Hummer on the road for
a lane. The problem is,
they sit up too high to
see me flip them off.

School provides something
extremely important to
every student: an excuse.
If summer does anything,
it keeps our calendars free
from having to do things we
hate. School gives us a strong
defense against our jobs
and other awful obligations:
“Sorry, I’ve got class,” or
“Oh, I have to study.” In
many ways, education
is the great equalizer.

As classes start and the heat
continues to fry us, you’ll find
me in the seat next to the air
conditioning window unit,
hogging the breeze, hoping
Al Gore is merely pushing
political agendas and not
serious about AC emissions.
I’ll be hesitant to wait outside
for the shuttle, hiding in the
wings of Ryan’s second floor.
I will not wear shorts and sit
on the sun-drenched leather
interior of any vehicle. I will
be in constant ownership
of a Slurpee, the best man
made defense against heat,
brain freeze aside. As the last
bead of sweat drops from
my nose, I welcome fall with
open, jacket-covered arms.

Talayna's: A Unique Place to Unwind
By Kristi Schwartz,
Reporter

Located five minutes from
campus off Highway 40 is
a place that some Univer
sity students consider to be
a refuge from the stress and
pressure of the academic life.
To these students, the neon
lights, music, dancing, food,
and of course, drinks of Mike
Talayna’s Juke Box Restaurant
and Party Club make this
local spot a precious gem.
To them, Talayna’s is not just
a bar—it’s an experience.

There are many characteristics
about Talayna's that make
the place great for University'
students. For example, Kathy,
a bartender at Talayna’s, won’t
question your need for a
Bloody Mary ar five o’clock in
the afternoon on a weeknight.
She knows that college
students need a place to shake
off the stresses of school.
Mr. Fiala, the owner and
manager of the place, jokingly
claims his place, full of blue
and pink neon lights and
mirrors, may set a world
record for most mirrored disco
balls in one room. “I learned

a long time ago that people
are attracted to crystals and
colors, so that’s what I give
them.” Fiala is also excited
about adding a third bar.
Another of its attractions is a
large wooden dance floor in
the center of the restaurant,
where patrons enjoy' popular
hits and eighties rock ballads.
Every night of the week (from
10 p.m. until close) there is an
opportunity to sing karaoke;
be advised that Madonna
songs and Journey’s, “Don’t
Stop Believing” make frequent
appearances. There are often
dance-offs, which can be fun
for the college student trying
to let loose, but Talayna’s
is definitely not the place
to take dancing seriously.

Often joining the University
crowd at “Mikey T’s” are
students from St. Louis
University and Webster
University, so the place is
always full of college-aged
people to mingle with.
University' senior Gina
Venegoni is one of those
regulars. “It’s literally where
everyone goes after the 1:30
bars close. I also like that if
you become a regular, they

give you a V.LP. card,” she
says. This is another perk of
partying at Talayna’s: regular
patrons are given a V.LP. card
that allows them to bypass
the three-dollar cover charge.
“Yeah, the V.LP. cards are
really nice,” agrees senior
Jessica Deutsch, another
University regular. “Mikey
T’s is definitely the best
place to end any night.”

Younger University students
can also enjoy Mikey T’s, at
least for their pizza, which
is served until midnight
every night but Sunday' and
Monday. Talayna’s offers New
York, Chicago, and St. Louis
style pizza, as well as gyros,
wings, and other appetizers.
Prices are also friendly for
the average college student;
an eleven-inch St. Louis
style pizza is only $6.95,
and nothing on the menu
is over $19.00. Talayna’s
was even voted “World’s
Greatest Pizza House” by
the Pizza Hunters Group.

Talayna’s is also very close to
Fontbonne—perhaps one
of the best perks for in
terested University students.

So whether you’ve enjoyed
too many cocktails, or if you
just don’t feel like driving,
Talayna’s is only about four
miles away, or roughly a six
dollar cab ride. Need plans
for this weekend? Grab some
friends, and get to Mike
Talayna’s Juke Box Restaurant

and Party Club, located at
1115 Hampton. They give
discounts to groups of 12
or more and book parties. If
you’re interested, call 314
647-7600, and I’ll see you
there, V.LP. card in hand.
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